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Reviewer’s Name   Score: / 20 pts 

Reviewers: Circle the response that most accurately describes the criterion being evaluated.  When finished, add the 
individual scores and fill in the final score at the top of the page. 

Does the proposed activity or 4 3 1 0
project …… 
1. address the needs of the basic skills The proposal clearl  y The proposa  l The proposal somewhat The proposal provides no 
population?  and comprehensively adequately addresses addresses the needs of explanation of the needs 

addresses the needs of the needs of and and benefits to basic of and benefits to basic 
and benefits to basic benefits to basic skills skills students. skills students. 
skills students. students.  

2. align with one or more Mt. SAC BSI The proposal is directl  y The proposal is aligned The proposal is The proposal is not 
long- term goals or activities?  aligned with more than with one of the Mt. SAC somewhat aligned wit  h aligned with one of the Mt. 

one of the four Mt. SAC BSI long-term goals/ one of the Mt. SAC BSI SAC BSI long-term 
BSI long-term goals/  activities.  long-term goals/activities.  
activities.  goals/activities.  

3. have defined/demonstrated measurable The proposal has The proposal has The proposal has The proposal has no  
success outcomes or a plan for clearly defined / adequately defined / somewh  at clearly defined / demonstrated 
improvement when applicable (based on demonstrated demonstrated defined / demonstrated measurable success 
previous year’s  data)?  measurable success measurable success measurable success outcomes or a plan for 

outcomes or a plan for outcomes or a plan for outcomes or a plan for improvement.  
improvement.   improvement.  improvement.  

4. impact or have the potential to impact The proposal impacts or The proposal impacts or The proposal impacts or The proposal does not 
large numbers of students?  has the potential to has the potential to has the potential to have the potential to 

directly impact over a directly impact more directly impact fewer directly impact basic skills 
thousand basic skills than a hundred basic than one hundred basic students.  
students.  skills students. skills students. 

5. budget provide evidence that the project The proposal is clearl  y The proposal is The proposal is The proposal is not cost 
is cost effective/ economical?  cost effective/ adequately cost  somewhat cost effective / economical.  

economical. effective / economical.  effective/ economical.  
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